Happenings near Kinrara Golf Club at BK6
The Run
Run Pack about 80; Run ±9.5km; 4 checks; FROP – 8:14pm Flying Man followed by A-Meng;
LROP – 9:10pm Foo and Ben Kaw. Hare and co-hares : Ken Wong, mastermind Foong Wan,
cohares Mike Chang, Sotong and a bunch of guys who do not want to be associated with setting
the run while drank the hare’s beers while setting the run.
As written by Dexon:
Run 3882, kinrara bk6 run site, 6pm gathering all members silent one minute respect member
UM pass away RIP, start run after that and On Sec and some members already start run some
walking talk 3 talk 4 1st check is simple back check on on ,2nd check at top hill checking around
5 minutes two 4c (falsie) and on paper is very far run up run down coming to 3rd check on paper
also far too back check ,members all continue running 4 checking also back check n home trail
back is Climbing up n down already dark 1st runner out 8:15pm 2hours 15minits is a good run
but fine run too circle and on on site.
Another take by a ‘hairless’:
It was a hot day, most had met earlier at a restaurant nearby to have ice-cold drinks and some
had food. Zurich B, Taufu Soo and NgongGui were quite early while JM Hew, HoiLoongWong and
Monster joined in by Don had already felt hungry soon as they arrived. More guys came in –
SangKaiMai, A-Lek, Jeffrey Yong, Mountain Goat and gang filled the restaurant with their
laughter after loudly joking about things.
At the run site, the parking was most convenient – along the road or at the cul-de-sac. The
weather was really warm! People were sweating even before the run! Ramli can half to six and
was immediately swarmed by the guys to get a bottle of water. OnSec called in the guys to have
a moment of silence for Arthur’s wife (Vivien) who had passed away last week.
The run started on time with the ever fit OnSec running to the first check, a short kilometre run
on the road and some distance into the jungle with an uphill with Flyingman pushing OnSec’s
butt. The soonest at the first check, Flyingman turned back, Chai Kin Sang went further uphill
with A-Meng. It was a back check but Chai Kin Sang remained nonchalant to forge ahead uphill
alone.
Running towards the second check was nothing to the pack though face with a steep climb in
the freshly bulldozed area where we crossed paths with the “empat-setengah” gang (if they
ever start at 3:15, they would be “tiga-suku” gang). Calls were heard, “Checking!” “Where the is
the check?” “How the hell do I know?” “hey! You go check there!” “ I check here!” OnCall was
heard but ended up as a falsie. The second OnCall was also given and ended with another falsie.
So, everyone has a path here and there except the opposite back side, Mountain Goat and
HoiLongWong went and called after some time which as it was for real that almost all went on
to meet another falsie. The runners were all over the place far from the check. There were times
that the run almost died, we were still at the second check at 6:45! OnSec said that if it is a run
that has been abandoned, he would not be able to penalise the hare but if the run was
completed and found to be exceeded the allowed time, it would be easy to get the hare
penalised. It was said that HoiLongWong went that far, approximately 900 meters to see the
connecting paper! Taufu Soo and gang were quite near to the apartments and there’s these two

Dutchmen standing at the junctions looking at people running here and there confused! So,
when Eric and Frank saw OnSec they followed. Though they were not very sure if there are more
jungles or on our way out and it was close to seven already!
To the third check was not as easy but the long back check on a trail was connected in about 5
minutes. Then all have to go round the jungle trails, JM Hew sped off leaving Ben Kaw to man
the rear thinking that Mike Moi and Poon Chai were behind. With the easier trails down hills
and on an off track along the river, the pack got some breather and a relaxing run. Just after
crossing the clear water river at 70m above sea level (asl), the kilometre long steep uphill climb
to 144m asl was taxing to the lesser runners! Foo was mostly admiring the soil between his feet
so often that he finally sat down to rest. Chua Kian Peng was crampy as and when stressing
uphill. Moustache Yap was almost like a zombie! The gang finally reach the top only to sigh with
regrets knowing who the mastermind was and were faced with another kilometre long climb to
171m asl.
It was no easy trails after descending from the highest point of the run. It was already past 8 and
the trail was still in the jungle with climbs and descends. The terrain that we were in, did not
allow much for running, squeezing in between trees, up and over fallen trees, rocky slope climbs
and the zigzag slalom jungle down hills. There were voices and the opposite side of the hills but
it wasn’t that even close that it took another few lesser climb up and down to hear people
shouting “OnSec is coming!” by Red Dragon and Moustache Yap. The trail brought the runners
back to the run site at the tip of the cul-de-sac.
Everyone trickled back to run site in between 8:15 and 9:10pm. Foo and Ben were the last.

The Circle
Circle started around 9:05pm with OnSec calling the members to sit closer. Eric Blokhuis was the
butler.
There were still people playing with mobiles when the circle started. OnSec reminded them and
stating that long as people rely on these electronic gadgets, their minds would be lost! Look at
the day’s mastermind! Long as we use it but do not rely on it too much, we’ll be OK. Yap Foo Hoi
enjoyed his buddies sharing a lot of videos. OnSec then took up to charge the deifiers – Monster
for calling OnSec “OnSex”; Ninja for annoyance in repeated asking OnSec to open the Guinness
Bar; and Flyingman (lookalike – Choo) for repeatedly pushing OnSec on the run to the first
check.
The hare and his coheres were called, Ken was holding the pan and the cohares beers, nervously
but expecting some answers. Everyone thought that it was really a good run. It is not a fine run
if the run limit is at 9pm but it exceeded about 15 minutes and as expected it was a 10-weeker
with 3 slabs of Heineken products (Guinness or Tiger or Anchor). OnSec proposed a discount but
was not taken, the proposal discount was instead of a 10 week period, do it at 5! And also must
put up 3 slabs!
Joint Master Hew got HoiLongWong to announce the location of his run next week; got sinner
Plasticman who took and left the beer crates unattended; brought Ninja to the box to claim his
lost teenie-weenie-foldie; and dragged Foong Wan who wanted to have 2 bundles of trail
papers to set run (trying to kill everyone?).
OnCash Soh announced the 2018 Q2 “Chow-Khar” list is shorter but still has 70 names there;
brought up the guests who were still around – Mike Chang (Puchong H4) and DohMohSing
(Mantin H4) but the other 2 from Mantin H4 had already left (Kangaroo and son Happy Fruit);
hare Ken Wong was presented with a 10 year badge.

InterHashSec Ninja hauled up HoiLongWong for interfering with his announcements; reports of
visited run in a Medan Hash with gedebak-gedebuk, bringing in good news of the next nearest
do in Pattaya in October!; to go together to InterHash 2018 Fiji as organised would cost rm3500
per head for lodging, food and beers for 8 days. Invitations from:
1. DTH3 GM’s Run on 20/4/18 (Friday) @ Broga (before the temple)
2. Batang SICO Vaisakhi & Tamil New Year Run on 14/4/18 (Saturday) @ Glassy & Pint, Rawang
3. Kajang H3 GM’s Run on 28/4/18 (Saturday) @ Semenyih Hi-Tech 6
Chai Kin Sang took the box to announce his intention to mastermind a run on Friday with
Damansara Hash in Bukit Beruntung with free flow of beers! Invited all members to visit his farm
in Kerling this Saturday for “some” beers and “some” feast, you know Chai – his “some” is really
something as he put it, “China man talking English!” and asking those sponsors for anniversary
event to pay up.
OnSec announced that 80th Anniversary Committee still remains Playboy Choo as OC and his
committee. OC Choo announced that all members should support in every ways possible.

Bomoh Time by HoiLong Wong
It was actually the week before that Lim Kim Hai “threw” the duty to OnSec but was saved when
Barry “who-was-supposed-to-turn-up” Dawe agreed to take it up. Unfortunately, Sunday’s
drinking could have been too great or something was on that Barry was missing! So, Lim Kim Hai
was encouraged to do one charge. He did, brought Kana to the box to ask if he’s ok to run 200
meters at the start of the run without feeling tired. Kana was strong but G-Yoke Weng was
already huffing and puffing and hugging a tree and almost died! Must be too often to Betong
guy left, so a lookalike was called in the form of Bandaraya.
Feeling a bit more confident and might be the beers kicking in, the Bomoh then hauled up sinner
Tony Maido for redecorating many lighting poles and signboards with his haring ‘the other
chapter’ run hash signs. Feeling great and much confident the Bomoh hauled A-Kah, Baby
Monkey, Monster to lead guest DohMohSing to abandon the run at second check.
Good Bomoh job from Lim Kim Hai!

On On
Good food was served at the run site, the hare threw in 3 slabs of beers (7.2% !).

